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Bjorn Again and again
Proving that they are real super troupers, this tribute band has been going longer than the
world famous pop group they are lampooning. Chris Herden goes behind the scenes

T

he bizarre fable of how the world’s
most famous tribute band, Bjorn
Again, emerged from its not so
humble beginnings is as fantastic
as a whole series of Lost. The story, which
the band members are sticking to, begins
like this...in 1989 four aliens wearing tightfitting, sequined white pantsuits (Agnetha
Falstart, Bjorn Volvo-us, Frida Longstokin
and Benny Anderwear) crash landed on a
desert island when their helicopter collided
with a gigantic, glittering platform shoe
drifting from outer space.
“It was very strange,” recalls Falstart. “All
I remember was my head was spinning and
I woke up with these big platform shoes on,
not knowing where I had come from.” The
marooned foursome sent out an SOS and
were soon rescued and offered refuge in
nearby Melbourne, though their collective
amnesia and lack of career aspirations left
them wanting for a calling in life. And they
were intrigued by the occasional flashbacks
of beautiful melodies running around inside
their heads. Bjorn suggested they should
form a group, perform these tunes to the
masses and hopefully make a lot of Money,
Money, Money. He relentlessly pushed his idea
to the other three such that whenever the
phone rang they would exclaim: “Oh Gosh,
it’s Bjorn Again.”
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a stage show delivering a caricature of the
original super troupers, their sensational
songs and outlandish 1970s costumes. The
name Bjorn Again gave audiences a good
idea of what to expect.
“We felt audiences would prefer a tonguein-cheek Spinal Tap type parody of ABBA and
the ’70s rather than just blurting out their
songs in a documentary-style tribute,” Tyrrell
says. “We wanted to do something different,
something that would have a lot of scope, be
highly entertaining and, most of all, fun. We
thought ABBA would facilitate all this.”
Despite Bjorn Again debuting to a
rapturous full house, the two entrepreneurs
figured the concept would have a limited shelf
life. They were surprised by the phenomenal
response that led to unprecedented recording
and international touring opportunities. The
novelty act became a household name lasting
longer than the original group they were
feverishly lampooning.
“Having ABBA’s Benny and Bjorn endorse
the band via some very complimentary
comments in the media over the years has
certainly helped,” says Tyrrell. The following
quote had a profound effect: “Fans had better
make the most of Bjorn Again because that’s
the closest they are going to get to seeing
ABBA. ABBA will never reform,” said Benny
Andersson in 1999.
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The music-loving public quickly warmed
to the hapless quartet’s kind hearts, endearing
accents and good fashion sense. Bjorn Again’s
meteoric rise to stardom was marred only by
the constant comparisons to a Swedish pop
group called ABBA.
“Yes, this ABBA was definitely trying to
copy us and that is a bit unfair,” says Falstart.
“But I do think the blonde girl is very
attractive. They are not together anymore
so we have free reign now, but it is also sad
because apparently they were a great band.”
Falstart gently sighs when asked if 18 years
of constant touring and performing ever puts
a strain on her personal relationships with the
other band members.
“We are like family and so yes, of course
there are problems. Bjorn and I have a very
complicated relationship. We love each other
very much, heart and soul. However, he
keeps looking over at Benny on stage and it
distresses me sometimes. Frida and I have
a very close friendship and she is close to
Benny and Bjorn also is very close to Benny
so I suppose I also must be close to Benny.”
The real Bjorn Again story, however, is far
more rational. In 1988 musician pals John
Tyrrell and Rod Woolley, disillusioned with the
conformity and dullness of playing in cover
bands, decided to inject some excitement into
Melbourne’s live music scene. They devised
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Bjorn Again plays the Concert Hall at QPAC on
3 October 2008.

• Top quality Basswood
• Ready made in 50mm
or 27mm slats
• 3 colours: Golden
Oak, Walnut & White
• No easy-damaged
plastic gears
• No thin & tangled
strings
• Properly laced to
ensure no displacement
of slats
• As seen on TV “EXTRA”
• Unbeatable quality &
prices since 1995
®

This retaining wall is a TRUE BLACK,
not charcoal, created via a special process

COUNTRY SHADE TIMBER BLIND
Sandstone sleeper with bevel edge

We can supply only or arrange supply and installation on your property.
All of Aussie concrete sleeper products conform to the building codes and
meet Australian standards.

“Best Quality, Pay Less”

GOOD SAVE BLINDS STORE

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF COLOURS TO SUIT YOUR PROPERTY
100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED AND OPERATED

SITUATED BEHIND NATUREWOOD TIMBERS

The band has acquired an enviable list of
famous fans over the years including Russell
Crowe. Tyrrell attributes their acclaim to high
production values and a lot of attention to
detail in terms of costumes and staging. “Of
course, we doubt that Bjorn Again would be
as big as it has become if it had not been for
the growing popularity of ABBA’s music, the
movies Muriel’s Wedding and Priscilla, Queen of
the Desert and the stage musical Mamma Mia!
Undoubtedly Bjorn Again’s profile hasn’t
been harmed by the current blockbuster
Mamma Mia! The Movie. Millions worldwide
are flocking to cinemas to relive or experience
for the first time the music of ABBA. The
Bjorn Again enterprise has grown into a
global entity with management bases in
London, Calgary and Melbourne, each
overseeing several different lineups. There
were six Bjorn Again ensembles playing
somewhere in the world during New Year’s
Eve 2006.
The last word on the show Brisbane
audiences will see belongs to the fabled
Agnetha Falstart. “What’s not to like? Good
looks, fabulous fashion sense and brilliant
tunes. People can expect to have way too
much fun! They will laugh, they will cry and
they will probably cringe.”

aussie.concrete@bigpond.com.au

www.aussieconcreteproducts.com.au

2/114 Postle St. Acacia Ridge

Ph.3277 8855 FREE QUOTE!

Open: 9.30am to 1.00pm Tue. to Sat.
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